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1. In retrospect, taking into view the massive damage on buildings, food & water supplies and 

giving consideration to the numbers of elderly, women and children killed in the onslaught on 

Gaza, do you condemn the over handed action by the Israeli Defence Force? 

 

Yes 

 

2. On the back of recent oppressive decisions on what women can or cannot wear, do you support 

a women’s right to dress in a manner & attire as she wishes? 

 

Yes 

 

3. Do you feel all possible diplomatic means should be exhausted in situations or areas of possible 

dispute or conflict? To what extent would you pursue this? 

 

Yes and I would actively raise the issues in Parliament and with the wider audience such as the 

media 

 

4. Where there is a need, would you support planning applications for religious education & prayer 

facilities? Have you ever had cause to not support or refuse any faith school applications? 

 

Yes, right to practise religion is fundamental right.  I have never opposed faith school. In fact I 

helped to get funding for The Avenue School in London 

 

5. Would you lend your support to faith groups to have facilities in place for provision of religious 

slaughter of food (Halaal or Kosher)? 

 

Yes.  As you know in the last 12 years as a direct result of the actions of a labour government 

you can get halaal meat in schools, hospitals and prisons. 

 

6. At this time of economic austerity and the significant budget deficit, exactly where would you 

affect cuts in public spending and how deep would such cuts be? 

 

The cuts must not be very deep otherwise it would hinder the recovery of the economy.  There 

will be no cuts in frontline services. 
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7. What long term policies do you have to deal with the demands of the provision of care and 

support services for the elderly? 

 

As you know Labour party has just published a report into care for the elderly.  We know that 

most wish to live in their own home and we want to implement system which will allow this to 

happen.  In addition as you know since labour has been in power the amount of the benefits for 

the elderly have increased as has pension credit. 

 

8. What do you think should be done to ensure that any counter-terrorism and security measures 

are proportionate, reasonable and non-discriminatory? 

 

I campaigned in the past re some of the provision in the anti-terror laws and will do so again 

when the issues arise again. 

 

9. Do you feel that MPs should be entitled to claim parliamentary privilege when it comes to their 

expense claims?  

 

This is a matter for the courts  

 

10. Do you acknowledge that our current incitement legislation is insufficient to protect minority 

communities? If so, what changes would you propose?  

 

I do not agree. As a practising criminal barrister our criminal laws are very extensive and cover 

any criminal activities of any one. And as you know Labour specifically introduced the incitement 

to religious hatred (at the objection of the Liberal Democrats and Tories) which was designed to 

cover attacks on Muslims. 

 

11. Muslim communities are often misrepresented in the press. What legislative or regulatory 

changes would you introduce to prevent this?  

 

I agree there is misrepresentation of Muslim and Islam in the media.  I would try to get some 

internal regulations which require and oblige the media to be honest and accurate in their 

reports and that failure to do this would result in financial fines and apologies. 

 

12. In the light of the war in Afghanistan and military activities in other countries, in which direction 

would you take your future foreign policy? 

 

I would always prefer a diplomatic and peaceful solution to a problem as they are the only one’s 

that work in the long run. 

 

13. What is your parties’ view of a sensible immigration policy? 

 

My party has been traditionally a party that has welcomed migrants.   

 

14. What is your strategy to raise educational attainments in our schools? 

 

We have spent billions of pounds on education and the number of children leaving school with 

GCSE at passes A-C has increased tremendously. There are more teachers, support teachers in 
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the class room, new schools and old ones repaired.  I will continue to ensure that schools are 

well resourced. 

 

15. What is the single value or principle that sets your party and its policies apart from the others? 

 

The labour party believes in society.  We believe in a welfare state which is from cradle to grave.  

We believe that the joint endeavours of all of us we can all strive.  It is party which helps all in 

the country and not just few.  

 


